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A fairly breathless week for myself and the final show of this month, of what has been a 

whirlwind epic of a month for THI/TPC and also in my private life. It has been a busy 

month for me, and an even busier time expected next month also. Update on the land and 

homes on the village, 3 of the 6 land deals are closed with the remaining 3 being signed 

off on next week. Two of the homes for the land is now closed and so now things are 

taking shape for an exciting venture. This of course attracted more attention from others 

in my town and they decided to interfere in my private life again, and that's ok, I will 

overcome that in the same way I always have. I took a two day trip of 1100 miles this 

week to see what looks likely to be the first home placed in the village, only hold up 

currently is the land is not ready, otherwise we are good to go. Received a bit of sad news 

today, although a blessing in a way, as he is now free of pain and illness. He like his son 

in Australia he followed our shows regularly until his illness took a cruel turn, rest in 

peace Benjamin James Dreier. 

 

NEWS: The enemy of NATO is not Russia, but international terrorism. That’s according 

to Czech President Milos Zeman, who spoke about the failure of the American-led 

military bloc to defeat Taliban militants in Afghanistan. Zeman’s comments, echo 

remarks given by French President Emmanuel Macron in November last year, when he 

urged NATO leaders to shift focus away from Russia and China, noting that terrorism is a 

common enemy for all nations. The Czech leader also slammed NATO for failing 

dramatically in Afghanistan, but noted that he supported the war and the mission to beat 

Islamic terrorism. He claimed he told both US Presidents Donald Trump and Joe Biden 

during NATO summits that troop withdrawal was cowardice, the legitimacy of the bloc’s 

existence is now in question. It is funny not one of these leaders have spotted who the 

real terrorists really are, namely the five eyes, Mossad and various other agencies yet. 

Not one of them will mention that fact with any conviction, when it is clear now from our 

show, they are the main problem on this planet. All wars, resource and land stripping, 

subversion, coups and overthrows of Government are done by them. The very fact many 

leaders are now not pointing fingers at Russia and China, tells me something is afoot. 

 

Here is one leader who gets it to a point, but it is less about Washington DC, and more 

about Virginia and Tel Aviv. The capture of Afghanistan by the Taliban is another 

American scam against Muslims. That’s according to Ramzan Kadyrov, the leader of 

Russia’s Chechnya region, who suggested that the terrorist group is controlled by 

Washington. Kadyrov urged everyone to be on guard. America has come up with another 

scam against Muslims, they said they would never get out of Afghanistan, and now 

they’ve abandoned everyone and run away. Imagine, for decades, people have been dying 

there, five years ago, there were already more than two million civilians killed. 

Interesting figures not reported by the corrupt media, yet they still insist about over 
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population? According to the Chechen leader, the Taliban is an American project and is 

not to be trusted. He compared the group to Bin Laden, the former leader of Al-Qaeda, 

who Washington funded in the war against the Soviet Union in the 1980s. 

 

As the US limps out of Afghanistan with its tail between its legs, and millions suffer and 

die under the most brutal of American-induced maladies from Syria to Palestine to 

Yemen and across the Middle East, fear not, as Captain America is now on the case. 

Chris Evans, the movie star best known for playing the patriotic leader of the Avengers, 

Steve Rogers and Marvel characters, is out to solve the world’s problems and has set his 

dazzling blue eyes, and decidedly empty head on the mess that is the Middle East. In 

2017, Evans founded a civic media organization called A Starting Point, which, he claims 

without irony, is non-partisan. Thankfully for humanity, on August 31, A Starting Point 

will air a new six-part series titled Influence and Power in the Middle East in which 

experts will discuss Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iran and Palestine. It features a 

cavalcade of archaic establishment asses such as George W. Bush’s National Security 

Advisor Stephen Hadley, Council on Foreign Relations president Richard Haass, former 

Secretary of Defense and CIA director Leon Panetta, and everybody’s favorite raving 

lunatic and former Trump National Security Advisor John Bolton. This is a murderers’ 

row of Washington warmongers, nefarious neo-cons and CIA criminals who have raped 

and pillaged the Middle East for the entirety of their kiss-up-kick-down careers. 

Apparently, former CIA operative Will Hurd is going to host these discussions. The 

reality is that Evans isn’t just an imbecile but also a shameless establishment shill. I have 

no doubt Evans will not be mentioning IS RA EL in any bad light, Hollywood is ran by 

Jewish El-ites and they only do pro pagan da. Following on from Jennifer Aniston, it 

seems these vacuous cretins known as stars will do anything for publicity, some shekels 

and public approval, all of them should be shunned by the public. None of their lives 

have been affected by Covid, yet millions of people follow their bs on various platforms, 

and for what? To bow down to fake celebrities? we have to be more adult than that. 

 

CNN has been hit with a wave of anti-war sentiment after publishing a curious piece 

highlighting the $1 trillion worth of minerals in Afghanistan being left behind that the 

world desperately needs. When the US finishes its exit from the country after 20 years, it 

will be leaving behind valuable, untapped mineral deposits worth a $1 trillion, according 

to US military officials. Minerals such as iron, copper, gold and lithium are found in huge 

quantities there, and have remained mostly untouched due to the unstable state of the 

nation, something that doesn't look to be changing as the US continues its chaotic exit 

from the country amid a Taliban takeover. Rod Schoonover, a scientist and security 

expert who founded the Ecological Futures Group, told the outlet about the deposits: 

Afghanistan is certainly one of the regions richest in traditional precious metals, but also 

the metals needed for the emerging economy of the 21st century. The argument is 

resources like lithium are rare and heavily used in renewable batteries and electric car 
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production. CNN reporter Julia Horowitz briefly floated the idea that countries like China 

may find a way to negotiate with the Taliban for these resources, but acknowledged this 

was highly unlikely considering the continued security and stability risks in the country. 

The piece and its brash headline were quickly torn to pieces on social media, instigating 

accusations that the network was essentially making an argument for a continued military 

presence, or even reinvasion of a country the US has occupied for two decades. All in the 

name of taking resources the network claims we desperately need. Ok, let me think, yes 

batteries, we need to liberate the oppressed lithium for our rechargeable batteries, would 

no one think of the poor tech companies? activist Asfandyar Bhittani commented. Call 

me cynical but it's almost as if CNN are trying to justify an invasion and exploitation of 

Afghanistan to extract said rare minerals. Resources looting - check, fear of China - 

check, so now you know who is involved in this article, CIA - check. Given the 

Greenland story last week a pattern begins to emerge, the need for electric car batteries, is 

suddenly deemed a high priority, does that make sense? well, it's a program then. 

 

About a month ago, Afghanistan's ministry of defense posted on social media 

photographs of seven brand new helicopters arriving in Kabul delivered by the United 

States. They'll continue to see a steady drumbeat of that kind of support, going forward, 

said U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin told reporters at the Pentagon. In a matter of 

weeks, however, the Taliban had seized most of the country, as well as any weapons and 

equipment left behind by fleeing Afghan forces. Video showed the advancing insurgents 

inspecting long lines of vehicles and opening crates of new firearms, communications 

gear and even military drones. Another official said that while there are no definitive 

numbers yet, the current intelligence assessment was that the Taliban are believed to 

control more than 2,000 armored vehicles, including U.S. Humvees, and up to 40 aircraft 

potentially including UH-60 Black Hawks, scout attack helicopters, and ScanEagle 

military drones. It has been revealed that the alleged American military left behind 19 

Black hawk helicopters, which depending on which type, they range from $6-21M each. 

Who sanctioned that? who allowed that to unfold? as all involved in it should lose their 

jobs immediately. Yet again a further example of the waste land of finances known as the 

US Military, care not for how they spend or use the public's money.  

 

You want proof who is involved in all of this? check this out. The head of the US Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA) secretly met the leader of the Taliban in Kabul in Monday, 

sources have told US media. Neither the Taliban nor the CIA would confirm the reported 

meeting between William Burns and Mullah Baradar. US President Joe Biden has set a 

deadline of 31 August for American forces to leave Afghanistan, allies including the UK 

want an extension. US forces have been in Afghanistan since 2001, following the 9/11 

attacks. Sources have told US news outlets, including the New York Times, the 

Washington Post, the Associated Press and broadcaster NPR about the CIA-Taliban 

meeting. Why? because they are one and the same group, as we have said all along. 
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The common sense questions arising from this is. How did the Taliban survive 18 months 

without masks, social distancing, PCR testing, mandatory vaccines and even managed to 

capture Kabul and now rule over Afghanistan during a pandemic? All remarkable stuff, I 

wonder if CNN or the BBC will do a documentary on that? Why haven't alleged terrorists 

been given mandatory jabs?  

 

What is the cost of this war? what did it actually achieve? more is the question what was 

the purpose? There are several reasons for it, but the primary objective by rogue CIA 

groups was, to reverse the shutting down of the poppy fields, because that is a major 

source of their income. So, American lives were jeopardized and American tax payer 

dollars to fund a war designed to line the pockets of the CIA and their counterparts 

involved in black budget projects. Those are the facts and that is the reality of this whole 

deal, at which point will people see through the illusion of it all. Lives lost, lives ruined 

and for what? freedoms, do me a favor! stop terrorism, do me a favor! these people who 

started this are the damn terrorists for source sakes. American service members killed in 

Afghanistan through April: 2,448, U.S. contractors: 3,846, Afghan national military and 

police: 66,000, Other allied service members, including from other NATO member 

states: 1,144, Afghan civilians: 47,245, Taliban and other opposition fighters: 51,191, 

Aid workers: 444, Journalists: 72. Other reports state 2M lives were lost. Date Congress 

authorized U.S. forces to go after culprits in Sept. 11, 2001, attacks: Sept. 18, 2001, all 

who signed it should be tried for war crimes based on faulty evidence from so called 

Intelligence people. Yet I see little to no intelligence from them to believe they are 

nothing but a deranged criminal organization, please come forward and show me 

differently, I would welcome it. Number of times U.S. lawmakers have voted to declare 

war in Afghanistan: 0. Amount President Harry Truman temporarily raised top tax rates 

to pay for Korean War: 92%. Amount President Lyndon Johnson temporarily raised top 

tax rates to pay for Vietnam War: 77%. Amount President George W. Bush cut tax rates 

for the wealthiest, rather than raise them, at outset of Afghanistan and Iraq wars: At least 

8%. Estimated amount of direct Afghanistan and Iraq war costs that the United States has 

debt-financed as of 2020: $2 trillion. Estimated interest costs by 2050: Up to $6.5 trillion. 

Amount Bilmes estimates the United States has committed to pay in health care, 

disability, burial and other costs for roughly 4 million Afghanistan and Iraq veterans: 

more than $2 trillion. Period those costs will peak: after 2048. 

 

As the totalitarian creep of technology increases, one school in Washington DC decided 

to test the waters of compliance with ankle monitors for children playing sports, under 

the banner of social distancing. The common sense questions are: how can you play 

sports and social distance? what is the purpose of putting children in criminal attire? 

those that initiated this need to be fired, period. The shameful tactics being used now 

borders on disbelief, at least one mother spoke up, but all mothers and fathers need to 
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speak up and stop this abuse of us and our children on a daily basis. Delta charging their 

unvaccinated staff $200 a month until they are jabbed, is beyond outrageous, and people 

should boycott the airline out of existence, for crimes against humanity, perhaps they are 

the variant. Compliance went to greater levels this week as a video from a packed hall in 

Mexico and Australia of two people keeling over after receiving the jab, and those 

waiting for their jab, all sat there like lemmings. These people can't be helped, they are 

beyond stupid at this point. 

 

U.S. officials have declared the first-ever water shortage from a river that serves 40 

million people in the West, triggering cuts to some Arizona farmers next year amid a 

gripping drought. Water levels at the largest reservoir on the Colorado River Lake Mead 

has fallen to record lows. Along its perimeter, a white bathtub ring of minerals outlines 

where the high water line once stood, underscoring the acute water challenges for a 

region facing a growing population and a drought that is being worsened by hotter, drier 

weather brought on by climate change. Ah the mention of the climate change again. 

States, cities, farmers and others have diversified their water sources over the years, 

helping soften the blow of the upcoming cuts. But federal officials said Monday’s 

declaration makes clear that conditions have intensified faster than scientists predicted in 

2019, when some states in the Colorado River basin agreed to give up shares of water to 

maintain levels at Lake Mead. The announcement today is a recognition that the 

hydrology that was planned for years ago, but we hoped we would never see is here, said 

Bureau of Reclamation Commissioner Camille Touton. But we hoped we would never 

see is here? seriously that person said that, that is the consequences of zero planning, zero 

investment and a general will in this country to not fix anything. The latest infrastructure 

bill, will no doubt again go to cronies and the actual benefits of that $1T will be minimal, 

as it is more about greed than fixing anything. The solution to this is simple with a desire 

to actually fix anything. Build water pipelines across the country, so the states with 

excess water and flooding zones can be pumped directly to regions of droughts. Billions 

spent on oil pipelines to line the pockets of the greed merchants, yet little to zero 

spending on a resource we all need for life, says it all really. The harsh reality of lack of 

investment was brought home in Tennessee this week, where 22 people lost their lives 

and up to 50 are missing, all council workers should be fired for this. They have had two 

previous flood events and did nothing, saying they can't deal with the creek because of 

some crawfish in there, what utter bullshit that is. What is the new woke banner Crawfish 

lives matter? are crawfish now considered more important than human lives? Does that 

make sense? no? it's a program then. 

 

Over 323,000 borrowers who have a total and permanent disability will receive more than 

$5.8 billion in automatic student loan discharges, due to a new regulation announced 

today by the U.S. Department of Education.  The change will apply to borrowers who are 

identified through an existing data match with the Social Security Administration. It will 
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begin with the September quarterly match with SSA. The Department is also announcing 

two other policy items related to TPD today. First, the Department will indefinitely 

extend the policy announced in March to stop asking these borrowers to provide 

information on their earnings, a process that results in the reinstatement of loans if and 

when borrowers do not respond, beyond the end of the national emergency. Second, the 

Department will then pursue the elimination of the three-year monitoring period required 

under current regulations, during the negotiated rulemaking that will begin in October. 

With this TPD action, the Biden-Harris Administration has now approved approximately 

$8.7 billion in student loan discharges for roughly 455,000 borrowers. In late March, the 

Department restored $1.3 billion in loan discharges for 41,000 borrowers who had seen 

their loans reinstated, after not responding to requests for earnings information.  Yet we 

were told several times by the Trustee, she had deleted all student loans, clearly that has 

and was not the case. Although it could be seen as grandstanding by the current 

administration on processes and ideas put forward by the previous administration, and 

Biden is taking advantage of proposals put forward by the Trustee and the team. Since 

March 2021, the Department has also approved more than $1.5 billion in discharges, 

through the borrower defense to repayment process, for nearly 92,000 borrowers whose 

institutions took advantage of them. In addition, the Department has extended the pause 

on student loan repayment, interest, and collections, to January 31, 2022, which helps 41 

million borrowers save billions of dollars a month. This was a ridiculous and uncivilized 

program to begin with, and Americans should never have gone along with it, charging 

students for learning bs, is a shameful practice that has ruined many peoples lives.  

 

Soon to be ex-governor of New York Andrew Cuomo has officially filed for retirement, 

which the Office of the State Comptroller says will go into effect on Sept 1. According to 

current New York law, the disgraced governor will be eligible to receive a state pension 

of as much as $50,000 annually. Some state lawmakers are attempting to enact legislation 

that removes pension benefits of individuals convicted of impeachment charges, though 

Cuomo avoided impeachment proceedings by resigning last week. He is set to leave 

office by next week. Slimy slithering snake that, the point is he should be in jail for 

murder of the elderly, not some piffling and debatable claims of sexual harassment. The 

reason I say piffling is due to the length of time and timing of those who came forward, if 

it was more serious it should have been brought up at the time of the event. 

 

President Joe Biden’s administration has approved a significant and permanent increase 

in the levels of food aid available to needy families, the largest single increase in the 

program’s history. Starting in October, average benefits for food stamps officially known 

as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, or SNAP, will rise more than 25 

percent above pre-pandemic levels. The increased assistance will be available indefinitely 

to all 42 million SNAP beneficiaries. The increase coincides with the end of a 15 percent 

boost in SNAP benefits that was ordered as a pandemic protection measure. That benefit 
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expires at the end of September. Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack said that with the 

change, the U.S. will do a better job of providing healthy food for low-income families. 

The aid boost is being packaged a major revision to the USDA’s Thrifty Food Plan, 

which estimates the cost to purchase groceries for a family of four and guides the way the 

government calculates benefits. In practical terms, the average monthly per-person 

benefits for qualified recipients will rise from $121 to $157. The increase is projected to 

cost an additional $20 billion per year, but it won’t have to be approved by Congress. A 

farm law passed in 2018 by the then-GOP led Congress and signed by former President 

Donald Trump, already directed the department to reassess the Thrifty Food Plan. 

“Whether you’re a Republican or a Democrat, I think there’s a shared understanding of 

the importance of this program,” Vilsack said. The increase is part of a multi-pronged 

Biden administration effort to strengthen the country’s social safety net. Poverty and food 

security activists maintain that longstanding inadequacies were laid bare by the COVID-

19 pandemic, presenting an opportunity to make generational improvements that reach 

beyond the current public health crisis. Activists say the previous levels of pre-pandemic 

SNAP assistance simply weren’t enough, forcing many households to choose cheaper, 

less nutritious options or simply go hungry as the funds ran low toward the end of the 

month. I will applaud this move regardless who implemented it, but great questions 

remain on this, what is being done to prevent further expenditures on this program? so the 

future eliminates the need for such programs. One of the solutions is the income tax bill, 

and have a sales tax only, so the more you have the more you spend on taxes. But there is 

another problem in this country, too many greed based people who harvest far more than 

they need, and becomes a greed based program. There are 18.5M millionaires, yes you 

heard that right 18.5M millionaires, yet 46M go without basic food, shelter, water, energy 

and clothing, it is just wrong to need that amount. That level of thinking needs to be 

changed, the argument is I worked for that, why give it to people who haven't? It is a 

valid argument, but what happens if you lose all those earnings like most people in 

Western countries who have done well, only to have it harvested from them by the 

system? Because those people will be in the same boat as the poor people one day, so 

give back to society to prevent a system whereby you end up at the bottom, lets elevate 

the bottom so then there is no dramatic fall. 

 

COVID BS: As an argument rages on whether the FDA has approved the Pfizer vaccine 

or not, whether vaccine is approved or just approved for continued emergency usage, one 

has to ponder on the role of the FDA. One also has to ask is, does the FDA stand for 

Federal Draco Administration? ponder on that. 

 

The 'Stew Peters Show' has obtained footage and slides of multiple patients' blood that 

was examined after being inoculated with the shots being called 'vaccines' for COVID-

19. Red blood cells clamping together due to the vaccines, hence the term clotshot. 
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Just days after the start of their academic year, over 20,000 pupils from 800 Mississippi 

schools have been told to quarantine due to Covid exposure. Some 4,500 children became 

sick with Covid during this first week of school. Across the US, states like Mississippi 

with low vaccination rates and relaxed mask rules have asked thousands of students and 

staff to quarantine. The Delta variant, the dominant strain in the US, has been affecting 

younger people at a higher rate. The US has recorded about 4.4m child infections, out of 

a total of 37m since the pandemic began. Fewer than 2% of child Covid-19 cases require 

hospital admission, and no more than 0.03% of all such cases in the US have resulted in 

death. Children under 12 are not yet approved to be vaccinated in the US, putting them at 

a higher risk of catching the highly contagious variant. Infections and hospital admissions 

are on the rise among the young in a way not seen earlier in the pandemic, when the virus 

was mostly affecting the elderly and people with pre-existing health conditions. This is 

classic ouroborus programming and reacting to events playing out, on the one hand it is 

lets keep people in fear and under control, on the other lets get the children back in school 

because many of them are learning more outside of school than in it. Plus many of the 

youth are not buying the Covid bs, so lets put them back in school for more 

indoctrination. The very fact they put children back in school proves this pandemic is all 

bs, if it was all so dangerous as they say, then no child would be going to school until 

lockdown and masks are ended for good. 

 

An Australian politician told parents that 24,000 children would be ushered into a 

stadium to receive the experimental COVID-19 shot without their presence. New South 

Wales Minister for Health and Medical Research Brad Hazzard made the disturbing 

announcement, calling the students’ conditional vaccine requirement to get jabbed to 

participate in school in the fall as a golden opportunity. Your mum or dad, or one of your 

family drop you, make sure they stay outside the arena, because we don’t want too many 

people obviously milling around inside the arena, Hazzard said. Make some 

arrangements for after you’ve got your access to that golden opportunity of the 

vaccination, to wait outside for you. Just shameful, using snake oil advertisement tactics 

to lure kids into taking a vaccine that you don't need, whilst leaving concerned parents 

out of the mix. What type of society is that Australia? are you going to tolerate them 

making decisions for your children. Golden opportunity, all sounds like you are about to 

win the lottery or a free round the world trip, not putting children's lives in danger. Since 

then it came to light that at least 2 children died from this "golden opportunity". 

 

79% of eligible Puerto Ricans who have gotten at least one vaccine shot protecting them 

against the COVID-19 infection, giving this low-income, Democratic-leaning U.S. 

territory in the Caribbean one of the best vaccination rates in the country. Nationally, the 

rate for partial vaccination is about 70%. As of Thursday, Puerto Rico hit 68.5% for full 

vaccination of eligible people, dramatically higher than the approximately 51% national 

rate. Island officials attribute their success to a combination of clear public health 
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messaging and a near-absence of conspiracy theorists and the political divide that has 

marked the pandemic elsewhere within the United States. 

 

Here is an on the ground piece on Puerto Rico by one of our members, things are real bad 

there, but hearing Cuba is doing way worse. They don't even have oxygen, meds, 

supplies, etc. or even doctors to care of anyone, so they are just letting people die. Almost 

my entire family lives there and they have all be jabbed. Vaccination in Puerto Rico has 

become a painful staple. About 85% of the population has received the first dose, around 

65% has been jabbed with the second dose, and approximately 90% of the schools have 

been vaccinated. On July 29th the governor introduced an executive order that requires 

vaccination of all government employees effective August 16th. Employees who due to 

medical or religious reasons cannot be inoculated must provide the required and approved 

documentation. They are obligated to wear masks, practice social distancing, and must 

have a negative PCR test on a weekly basis. The national guard has been going door to 

door inquiring about the vaccination status of all residents. If not jabbed, the medical 

team that accompanies them jabs the residents even if they do not consent. They pull their 

guns and intimidation tactics to give people no choice. Currently, people cannot enter a 

store, shopping center, school, bank, work place, or even visit the doctor if they have not 

been vaccinated. The police patrol the streets to find the non-jabbed. Consequently, those 

of us who refuse to be inoculated have to take trails to go anywhere instead of the streets. 

We had to hide at someone else’s residence the day the national guard came to ours. In 

order to buy food, we have to ask our vaccinated family members to buy it for us and we 

pay them cash. My doctor, who I have to see on a regular basis due to my heart condition, 

has declined my visit because I am not jabbed. Many die instantly when they receive the 

injection, others die sometime after and or experience severe side effects. The death toll 

continues to rise and some have begun to question it, but most consent to it. Those of us 

who refuse to fall in the hands of death and fear are labelled conspiracy theorists while 

the rest wear their vaccination dog tags with pride. Literally! A very harrowing and 

different narrative to what the press want bots to believe, they will use places like these 

as testers for public opinion, and one must always be wary of it becoming widespread.  

 

U.S. experts are expected to recommend COVID-19 vaccine boosters for all Americans, 

regardless of age, eight months after they received their second dose of the shot, to ensure 

lasting protection against the corona virus as the delta variant spreads across the country. 

US experts now that is funny for a start, the two are not congruent in my eyes, like called 

Intelligence agencies intelligent, does not compute, does it. Federal health officials have 

been actively looking at whether extra shots for the vaccinated would be needed as early 

as this fall, reviewing case numbers in the U.S. as well as the situation in other countries 

such as Israel, where preliminary studies suggest the vaccine’s protection against serious 

illness dropped among those vaccinated in January. No it never more media lies. 
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Canada's Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs Dominic LeBlanc and Minister of 

Transport Omar Alghabra announced, Federal government will require all federal public 

service employees to be fully vaccinated as early as the end of September. In addition, all 

employees in federally regulated air, rail, and marine transportation sectors should be 

vaccinated no later than the end of October. The government says the requirement is 

extended to all commercial air travelers, passengers on interprovincial trains, and 

passengers on large marine vessels with overnight accommodations, such as cruise ships. 

The Government of Canada is leading by example in requiring vaccinations for public 

service employees, and we are asking all federally regulated employers to develop 

vaccine plans to ensure their employees and workplaces are safe, said Alghabra. This is 

the right thing to do and will ensure Canada continues to build back better from the 

global COVID-19 pandemic. Minister Dominic LeBlanc said vaccination will be a 

requirement for working for the government of Canada, and those who are not vaccinated 

will risk losing their jobs, unless they have valid reasons for not receiving vaccines. The 

government has not released details on how this requirement will be implemented. 

Canada is also expecting all Crown corporations like Canada Post and other employers in 

the federally regulated sector to have vaccination policies for their employees. 

 

OMG common sense is running rampant in this group, one member who is clearly 

afflicted by it said this in the chat. How about SNAP provide each family a plot with 

seeds to plant a garden? Clearly that member is too radical and needs an anti common 

sense pill. Talking common sense oh my. POSITIVE ACTIONS: The debate over what 

American children are taught has taken a new twist, with an increasingly vocal Virginia 

parents’ group fighting to have more influence over school boards. It aims to set a 

blueprint for the whole country. Loudoun County, Virginia, is not the most obvious site 

for a flashpoint to erupt that could have repercussions across America. Close to the seat 

of power, Washington, DC, it’s an affluent area with a median household income of 

$142,299. Since 2010, its population has risen by 34% and crucially 28% of residents are 

under 18. Many parents work in government and are adept at campaigning and 

organizing, which has spawned the birth of a vocal and increasingly prominent 

organization, Fight For Schools. As the name suggests, it is a parents’ group that wants to 

have more say in what goes on in schools. Formed in April by just eight people, it has 

since been catapulted into the living rooms of millions of Americans with coverage on 

influential platforms such as Fox News. The founders were spurred into action when 

made aware of a Facebook group, Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County. A school 

board member had posted a message among the group encouraging others to confront 

parents who were opposed to Critical Race Theory (CRT) being taught in local schools. 

There was also a simultaneous debate about when to open up schools post-lockdown. 

Fight For Schools Executive Director Ian Prior said, these individuals in the Facebook 

group started listing over 60 parents they wanted to plot against. There was a post on 

there that talked about infiltrating parents’ groups, publicly exposing them and even 
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hacking their websites. Sounds like an agency tactic and program to me. Fight For 

Schools is focused on several issues, but they revolve around a similar theme, and that is 

overreach that undermines parents’ constitutional rights. Prior explained, they refuse to 

hear any other side of the argument, that’s really one of the reasons we’re seeing the 

toxicity that we are. You have a group of individuals that are, in my opinion, extremely 

radical in their beliefs, which is fine. But what is not fine is that they refuse to accept that 

there is always another side of the ledger that needs to be heard as well. In the case of 

Loudoun County, that other side of the ledger is a vast majority of people. Everyone is 

entitled to their opinion but when you’re a government actor, you have to hold yourself to 

a higher standard and you also have to respect the laws and people’s constitutional rights. 

What we’ve seen from our school board, but school boards all over really is that, they just 

don’t have a solid, fundamental grasp of constitutional law or the constitutional 

guardrails that exist, they do not respect them and they are more than willing to pass 

legislation that, quite frankly, is unconstitutional, and does not reflect the will of the 

majority of their constituents. Yet when people voice their concern or displeasure, they 

immediately go you’re a bigot, racist or fascist. This is what we need to see from more 

people, people taking an active concern in all matters and stop allowing jackasses to run 

everything, it is the only way to go to get your country back. We have allowed idiots to 

run the asylum unhindered because people were too lazy or content to let others run their 

lives for them, that has to stop. This is how change is made, you challenge the system on 

all levels, it is about taking personal responsibility again for your lives, your family and 

neighbors. So kudos to Fight for schools for raising awareness, and I hope it encourages 

more to stand up and fight a system that quite frankly has never worked for we the 

people. 

 

Oklahoma City, Hundreds of people gathered at the state Capitol on Saturday to protest 

mask and COVID-19 vaccine mandates while fighting for their freedom to choose. A line 

of people waited outside the Capitol while hundreds filled the rotunda chanting USA, 

singing America the Beautiful and reciting the pledge of allegiance. Sadly it is the belief 

in the USA is part of the problem here, the US is nothing to do with America. Some also 

held signs saying, no vaccine mandate, protect our freedom and mandate medical 

freedom. I do not want to see us be mandated for masks or vaccines because that is our 

right to choose what's best for us, one rallygoer said. So, that's why I'm here to support 

for freedom, to choose. We appreciate that the vaccine was made, that it’s offered to us, 

it's offered to us for free, but I don’t want to be forced to take it, another rallygoer said. 

Daniel Navejas, one of the speakers at the Oklahoma Freedom Rally event, said he thinks 

mandates are a way of communism taking over the nation. It’s more of a plan-demic and 

a scam-demic, Navejas said. The many people in the large crowd that gathered inside the 

Capitol chanted, sang and made their choice known while not wearing masks. Good stuff 

and more needs to support it and spread it out further, people need platforms to feel safe 

otherwise they just go along with the control systems narrative and requests.  
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Danish parliament recently decided in Copenhagen that all Corona measures should be 

ended from October 1. There will therefore no longer be a mask requirement and the test 

regime will be abolished. The Danes will then no longer have to provide evidence of 

whether they are vaccinated or unvaccinated, or whether they have tested positive or 

negative. 

 

EXPOSE 1: FROM: https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/rabbi-marvin-antelman-on-the-

sabbatean-frankists/ I had never heard the word Sabbatean until last Fall, when I was 

editing a foundational booklet, The Right to Issue about the Central Banking System, 

written by William Calder. He’d told me that he’d personally met a few of the top 

members of the Committee who control the Bank of International Settlements in Basel, 

Switzerland, considered to be the Central Bank of Central Banks. Calder said that all 

members at the top of the hierarchical structure of the Committee were Sabbateans, and 

that they were very preoccupied with their bloodlines. These individuals were not free to 

marry without the approval of the entire Committee. He has told me that Jared Kushner is 

a direct relation of top members of the Committee. The fundamental principle of the 

Sabbatean-Frankists was/is the belief that, the Messiah would return either when all 

people had become good or when all people had become bad. It was the reasoning of the 

Sabbateans that it would be easier to hasten the arrival of the Messiah by pursuing the 

dark path, so they set about inverting the practices of their own faith, with the ostensible 

purpose of precipitating the return of the Messiah. They didn’t just pretend to be Muslims 

or Christians, they pretended to be Jews as well. They were the forebears of the Illuminati 

and Communism. In 1756, the Frankists, successors of the Sabbateans were 

excommunicated by establishment rabbis for their heretical and frankly Satanic practices, 

but they re-emerged under numerous stealthy guises, as the leaders of both the Reform 

and Conservative Hasidic Jewish movements. The largest Hasidic sect today is called 

Satmar and it is based in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. It is known for its ultra-Orthodoxy and 

its opposition to Zionism, many Reform Jews share the latter view. Satmar is a Hasidic 

group originating from Hungary, now Satu Mare, Romania, where it was founded in 1905 

by Rabbi Yoel Teitelbaum. Following World War II, it was re-established in New York, 

becoming one of the largest Hasidic movements in the world.  Following Rabbi Moshe's 

death in 2006, both groups of followers announced that their candidate was named 

successor in his will, and declared them Rebbes. Rabbi Zalman and Rabbi Aaron were 

engaged in prolonged judicial disputes as to who should control the Congregation's assets 

in Brooklyn. The sect has effectively split into two independent ones. At the time of Reb 

Moshe Teitelbaum's death, sources within the sect estimated it had 119,000 members 

worldwide, making it the world's largest Hasidic group. A similar figure of 120,000 was 

cited by sociologist Samuel Heilman. However, anthropologist Jacques Gutwirth 

estimated in 2004 that Satmar numbered about 50,000. As of 2006, the dynasty controlled 

assets worth $1 billion in the United States. The two largest Satmar communities are in 
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Williamsburg, Brooklyn, and Kiryas Yoel, New York. There are also significant Satmar 

communities in Borough Park, Brooklyn, Monsey, and Bloomingburg, New York. 

Smaller communities can be found in other North American cities such as Los Angeles, 

Lakewood, New Jersey, and Montreal; in some European cities such as Antwerp, 

London, and Manchester; and in Argentina, Australia, and Israel. Aaron said that he 

wants to establish a community in Romania too. Predictably it gains numbers in New 

York, numbers in terms of followers and numbers in terms of shekels. Does anyone ask 

how, why and where the $1B assets came from, this religious business is quite a profit 

maker it seems. Yet meanwhile whole Jewish communities are left in abject poverty.               

KUSHNER: An interesting aside here, is that Donald Trump’s son-in-law and his family, 

despite dressing like typical rich people, they are members of the Chabad-Lubavitch 

Hasidic movement, which, similarly to the Sabbateans, claim to have been led by “the 

Messiah” ( Moshiach ), one Menachem Mendel Schneerson, who although deceased 

since 1994, is still revered by many as the leader of the Chabad movement. Kushner is 

being modeled and handled by the 100 plus year old Kissinger. There is a vociferous 

group in Israel who do not consider Chabad’s ideology to be Jewish. They consider 

Chabad to be a white collar criminal organization, who engage in financial fraud, tax 

evasion, money-laundering, as well as being linked to several child abuse cases. They 

would be correct, and they are the cause of much angst against the ordinary Jewish 

people. Those that say they are Jews, but they are not springs to mind.                     Quote 

here from Henry Makow: Communist defector Bella Dodd revealed that during the 

1930’s the Communist Party had 1,100 members join the Catholic Priesthood, they 

became Bishops, Cardinals and Popes. Remember, according to Makow, Communism is 

an invention of the Sabbateans. Thereby confirming the Cat holic church is ran by one 

and the same as we stated in FRWL series. Jewish researcher Clifford Shack: Through 

infiltration, stealth and cunning, this invisible network has come to rule us all. Forty-one 

years after Shabbatai Zevi’s death in 1717, 1758 they would infiltrate Masonry guilds in 

England and establish Freemasonry. Zevi’s successor, Jacob Frank would have a great 

impact on the inner core of Freemasonry known as the Illuminati, formed in 1776. 

Freemasonry would become the hidden force behind events like the American, French 

and Russian revolutions, the creations of the UN and Israel, both World Wars including 

the Holocaust, and the assassinations of the Kennedy brothers who, together with their 

father, tried to thwart the efforts of the network on American soil. Except the Kennedys 

were not doing it to favor the people, just the Order of the Black Sun and their fight for 

world domination over the Rothschild's. That is why Trump and Q were referencing JFK 

and or JFK Jnr still being alive, they were Black Sun also and supported heavily by the 

Life Force group, remember the promise of Q drops and White House passes? 

 

FROM: https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/fall-of-the-cabal-the-sequel-ep-02-the-wrath-

of-the-jesuit-council/ Dutch researcher, Janet Ossebaard is back with a 17-episode sequel 

to her earlier 12-part ‘Fall of the Cabal’ documentary series, released last year. I didn’t 
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publish any episodes of the previous Q-focused series, because I found a few glaring 

inaccuracies and her voiceover kind of drove me nuts. However, this video is an easy-to-

absorb, bare-bones rendition of this topic-of-topics; to whit, the influence of secret 

societies throughout our history and in our current malaise. This is Episode 2 of her new 

series and it covers Adam Weishaupt’s founding of the Order of the Illuminati in 1776, 

three years after Clement XIV’s papal bull suppressed the Jesuits, and how this was the 

lynchpin moment when the financial empire of the Rothschild's converged with the 

wealth and power of the then-disenfranchised military order of the Jesuits, with the goal 

of dominating the planet with a One World Government. Ossebaard says Adam 

Weishaupt based the Order of the Illuminati on ancient documents, one of which was a 

letter given to him by Mayer Rothschild. This letter, referred to as the Constantinople 

Letter was written in 1489 by Nasi, the Chairman of the Jewish Council in 

Constantinople, The Grand Sanhedrin, as a response to an outcry for help by the head of 

the Ashkenazi Jews in France. As for what you say that the King of France obliges you to 

become Christians: do it, as you cannot do otherwise. But let the law of Moses be kept in 

your hearts. As for what you say about the demand to despoil you of your goods, make 

your sons merchants, that little by little, they may despoil the Christians of theirs.                     

As for what you say about their making attempts on your lives, make your sons doctors 

and apothecaries, that they may take away Christian lives.              As for what you say 

about their destroying your synagogues, make your sons canons and clerics in order that 

they may destroy their churches. As for the many other vexations you complain of, 

arrange that your sons become advocates and lawyers and see that they always mix 

themselves with the affairs of state, in order that by putting Christians under your yoke, 

you may dominate the world and be avenged on them. Do not swerve on this order we 

give you for you will find by experience that, as humiliated as you are now, you will 

reach the actuality of power. In other words, the Sanhedrin in Constantinople ttoman 

Empire told the Khazars in France, to fake their conversions to Christianity and to 

infiltrate every aspect of society. Commerce, medicine, religion and legislation, with the 

sole purpose of revenge and destruction. As I listened to Ossebaard, I was struck by the 

similarity between her words and those of Canadian Jewish author, Henry Makow, when 

describing how the Communists infiltrated the Catholic hierarchy during the 20th 

Century.  Communist defector Bella Dodd revealed that during the 1930’s the 

Communist Party had 1,100 members join the Catholic Priesthood. They became 

Bishops, Cardinals and Popes, by adopting this chameleon strategy, this Satanic cult 

infiltrated and subverted most governments and religions, and established an invisible 

tyranny without drawing much attention. In the words of the gifted Jewish researcher 

Clifford Shack: Through infiltration, stealth and cunning, this invisible network has come 

to rule us all. It becomes crystal clear how Satanism is the spiritual underpinning of the 

New World Order. Ossebaard recaps this episode with the following words: Three years 

after the Papal Bull that suppressed the Jesuit Order, Adam Weishaupt and Lord 

Rothschild founded the Order of the Illuminati. Based on their sacred ancient documents, 
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the illustrious and well-documented plan to conquer the world and all of humanity was 

put into action.             The Jesuit revenge scorched the earth, and Europe paid the 

ultimate price for betraying the Jesuit Order. War after war raged, killing millions and 

leaving nothing but despair and fear among the masses. Each and every war further 

enriched the Cabal, making the gap between them and the people bigger and bigger.             

Germany was bankrupt and destroyed by the time WWI ended, why not Austro-Hungary, 

that had started the war? Because of the domination of the elite Jesuit Cabal in the 

Empire. Protestant Germany was taken down but the Cabal had only just started, they 

proceeded with their destructive plan to subjugate the entire world. By manipulating the 

stock market worldwide starting in the US, Germany was to bleed even more, the events 

that sprang forth led to WWII. As we have stated all along, Germany, it's people and 

potentially it's leader were all duped by this group. Yet curiously Hitler was not Black 

Eagle which is the SS, Hitler killed many of the SS in 1933 when he found out they were 

building a private German army and air force in Russia of all places. Hitler banned the 

Teutonic knights (not plates) and also banned Freemasonry, whilst attempting to throw 

out all Rothschild's banks. You don't believe those facts then fine, but check them out for 

yourselves, but what it may well suggest that, his story about Germany and Hitler was a 

complete conspiracy theory. 

 

EXPOSE 2: Given we are approaching the twentieth anniversary of this event, and the 

media will run out the predictable lies and distortion about that fateful day, perhaps this 

piece that I have held back for other more prevalent pieces recently, is timely. 

Approximately two weeks prior to the September 11, 2001 attacks on New York City and 

Washington, DC a dispute emerged between the CBS network, and heads of two Islamic 

organizations in the U.S. regarding the motivation of suicide bombers in Israel. The 

dispute was forgotten following the attacks, but in their aftermath, another look at it is 

warranted: The Translation Dispute: On August 19, 2001, CBS's 60 Minutes aired a 

report on the Palestinian Islamist organization Hamas. Reporter Bob Simon interviewed 

Hamas operative Muhammad Abu Wardeh, who recruited terrorists for suicide bombings 

in Israel. Abu Wardeh's words were translated into English by CBS as follows: I 

described to him how God would compensate the martyr for sacrificing his life for his 

land. If you become a martyr, God will give you 72 virgins, 72 wives and everlasting 

happiness. Not entirely sure of how 72 females creates everlasting happiness, when two 

adult females in one house rarely works, never mind 72. Some Muslim leaders contended 

that the English translation did not match the Arabic and accused CBS of fabricating the 

quote. Leaders of the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC), a U.S. organization, wrote 

to 60 Minutes and demanded a retraction, an apology, and time on the show for Islamic 

scholars to explain the religion's true teachings regarding violence and martyrdom. CBS 

News admitted that the English voiceover did not match the Arabic quote, but played an 

unaired portion of the interview for a Knight Ridder editor who speaks Arabic and for 

two native Arabic speakers. After viewing the tapes, Hafez Al-Mirazi Osman, 
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Washington bureau chief of the Al-Jazeera television network, stated that in the portion 

that did not air the interviewee said: Paradise has many things, it is said it has everything 

a man would wish for, it has 72 angels or wives, it has the eternal blessing that people 

would receive there. CBS translated the Arabic term hur 'ayn as virgins. According to 

Osman and the other native Arabic speaker, Dr. Maher Hathout, a scholar at the Islamic 

Center of Southern California, the Arabic word has no sexual connotation or gender. 

Hathout said that a more appropriate translation would be angel or heavenly being. CBS 

said its Arabic expert insisted on CBS's translations. MPAC's Executive Director in Los 

Angeles, Salaam Al-Maryati, said, For Palestinians, this is about fighting aggression and 

occupation, not about opportunities for sexual fantasies. He added that the issue is 

important to the estimated 7 to 10 million Muslims who he claims live in the U.S., 

because it confirms their fears that media organizations are intent on defaming their faith. 

In a published report, Hathout added, there is nothing in the Koran or in Islamic teachings 

about 72 virgins or sex in Paradise. This is ridiculous, and every true Muslim knows that. 

Quite often the authorities and agencies use distorted sexual connotations to denigrate a 

group or people, so this is no surprise. According to Hathout, the worst-case scenario is 

that there is a deliberate spinning of the news. It is very fashionable now to present the 

Muslims as particularly susceptible to being crazy or blowing themselves up. The 

Martyr's Reward in Islamic Tradition Maryati's and Hathout's claims aroused the ire of 

Sheikh Abd Al-Hadi Palazzi, head of the Cultural Institute of the Italian Islamic 

Community. Sheikh Palazzi wrote: the only ridiculous thing is that someone who claims 

to be an Islamic scholar, Hathout makes public statements which prove beyond any 

possible doubt, that he has never read the Tafsir Koranic commentary of Ibn Kathir and 

the Sunan religious rulings based on the customs of the Prophet of Imam Al-Tirmidhi, 

which are basic books for the knowledge of Islam. Unfortunately, this attribution of 

chairs to ignoramuses seems to be the rule in American Islamic Centers, controlled by the 

fundamentalist network of the Muslim Brotherhood. The Muslim Brotherhood was 

founded in Egypt, which is no surprise to our listeners, it gained international popularity 

with the Nation of Islam group that was fronted by Malcolm X. It's current leader is none 

other than Barack Obama, connected to various agencies to cause disruption, division and 

fulfill establishment agendas. According to Islamic tradition, Sheikh Palazzi states there 

are 72 wives for every believer who is admitted to Paradise, not only for a martyr. The 

proof is in a Hadith (Islamic tradition) collected by Al-Tirmidhi in the Book of Sunan. 

Sheikh Palazzi added that it is also quoted by Ibn Kathir in his Tafsir of Surah Al-

Rahman (55), verse 72: It was mentioned by Daraj Ibn Abi Hatim that Abu-al-Haytham 

Abdullah Ibn Wahb narrated from Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri, who heard the Prophet 

Muhammad saying: The smallest reward for the people of Paradise is an abode where 

there are 80,000 servants and 72 wives, over which stands a dome decorated with pearls, 

aquamarine, and ruby, as wide as the distance from Al-Jabiyyah, a Damascus suburb to 

Sana'a.  Sheikh Palazzi cites verse 74 of the same Surah, the chastity of the black-eyed 

was not violated by man nor jinn to prove that that they are virgins. Nor djinn? what that 
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comment confirms is, astral rape, why would you even reference djinns as having sex 

with a female otherwise? In addition, the black-eyed are mentioned in three other Surahs 

in the Koran: Al-Dukhan 54, Al-Tur 20, and Al-Waqi'a 20. Women with downcast eyes, 

that is, chaste women, are mentioned in three Surahs: Al-Rahman 56-8, Al-Safat 48, and 

S, 52. Al-Azhar University in Egypt, the main authority for Sunni Islamic rulings, also 

takes the black-eyed seriously. Al-Azhar's unofficial website features a religious ruling 

section, in which the institution's clerics answer questions by readers from all over the 

world. An Australian Muslim asked the following: If men in Paradise get the black-eyed, 

what do the women get? The answer, provided by the deputy director of Al-Azhar's 

Center for Islamic Studies, Sheikh Abd Al-Fattah Gam'an, read: The Koran tells us that 

in Paradise believers get the black-eyed, as Allah has said, and we will marry them to the 

black-eyed. The black-eyed are white and delicate, and the black of their eyes is blacker 

than black and the white of their eyes is whiter than white. To describe their beauty and 

their great number, the Koran says that they are like sapphire and pearls (Al-Rahman 58) 

in their value, in their color, and in their purity. And it is said of them: They are like well-

protected pearls in shells (Al-Waqi'a 23), that is, they are as pure as pearls in oysters and 

are not perforated, no hands have touched them, no dust or dirt adheres to them, and they 

are undamaged. It is further said: They are like well-protected eggs (Al-Safat 49), that is, 

their delicacy is as the delicacy of the membrane beneath the shell of an egg. Allah also 

said: The black-eyed are confined to pavilions (Al-Rahman 70), that is, they are hidden 

within, saved for their husbands.  

 

Most of the black-eyed were first created in Paradise, but some of them are women who 

came to Paradise from this world, and are obedient Muslims who observe the words of 

Allah: We created them especially, and have made them virgins, loving, and equal in age. 

This means that when the women of this world are old and worn out, Allah creates them 

anew after their old age into virgins who are amiable to their husbands; equal in age 

means equal to one another in age. At the side of the Muslim in Paradise are his wives 

from this world, if they are among the dwellers in Paradise, along with the black-eyed of 

Paradise. If a woman is of the dwellers in Paradise but her husband in this world is not of 

the dwellers in Paradise, as in the case of Asia the wife of Pharaoh, she is given to one of 

the dwellers in Paradise who is of the same status. Regarding the woman who was 

married during her life to more than one man in this world, and all her husbands are 

dwellers in Paradise, she may choose among them, and she chooses the best of them. It is 

said that Umm Salmah asked the Prophet: Oh Prophet of Allah, a woman marries one, 

two, or four husbands in this world and later she dies and enters Paradise, and they enter 

with her. Which of them will be her husband? The Prophet answered: She chooses the 

best of them, saying, Oh Allah, this is the best of them that was with me in this world, 

marry me to him. Thus it is known that the women of Paradise also have husbands, every 

woman has a husband. If her husband in this world is of the dwellers in Paradise he 

becomes her husband in Paradise, and if her husband in this world is an infidel, she is 
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given to one of the dwellers in Paradise who is suited to her in status and in the strength 

of his belief.  

 

A Question of Belief: Dr. Hathout described the Koran passages as nothing more than 

folklore, saying that such descriptions of Paradise aren't meant to be taken literally, just 

as many Christians do not really believe heaven has streets paved with gold. But the 

question is whether every true Muslim knows that there is nothing in the Koran or in 

Islamic teachings about 70 virgins or sex in Paradise, or parasitic as Dr. Hathout said. Do 

Muslims living in areas where Jihad has been declared for example, the West Bank and 

Gaza Strip, where political correctness is less a factor as it is where Hathout lives, in 

Southern California, also maintain that such descriptions of Paradise aren't meant to be 

taken literally? Moreover, the more important question is, what do the clerics say? The 

death announcements of martyrs in the Palestinian press often take the form of wedding, 

not funeral, announcements. Blessings will be accepted immediately after the burial and 

until 10 p.m. at the home of the martyr's uncle, read one suicide bomber's death notice. 

With great pride, the Palestinian Islamic Jihad marries the member of its military wing, 

the martyr and hero Yasser Al-Adhami, to the black-eyed, read another. Al Risala, the 

Hamas mouthpiece, published the will of Sa'id Al-Hutari, who carried out the June 1, 

2001 suicide bombing outside the disco near the Dolphinarium in Tel Aviv that killed 23, 

mostly teenage girls. I will turn my body into bombs that will hunt the sons of Zion, blast 

them, and burn their remains, Al-Hutari wrote. Call out in joy, oh my mother; distribute 

sweets, oh my father and brothers; a wedding with the black-eyed awaits your son in 

Paradise. The same view is also evident in news reports in the Palestinian press. Thus, for 

example, the reporter Nufuz Al-Bakri reported the death of Wail Awad as follows: The 

mother of Wail Awad, from Deir El-Balah, did not plan on holding a second wedding for 

her eldest son, after his marriage on August 10, 2001 to his fiancée in a simple ceremony 

attended only by the family. But yesterday was Wail's real wedding day, and the angels 

of the Merciful married him, together with the other martyrs, to the black-eyed, as all 

around them rose the cries of joy that his mother dreamed of on the day of his wedding to 

his fiancée. Hamas official Ashraf Sawaftah told of a ceremony honoring Izz Al-Din Al-

Masri, who carried out the suicide bombing of the Sbarro pizzeria in central Jerusalem on 

August 9, 2001: His relatives distributed sweets and accepted their son as a bridegroom 

married to the black-eyed, not as someone who had been killed and was being laid in the 

ground. The uncle of Nassim Abu 'Aasi, who died while he was attempting to carry out 

an attack, said that when the deceased was asked why he was not married, he would 

always reply, Why should I relinquish the black-eyed to marry women of clay i.e. flesh 

an blood? This is part of the Islamic belief, Hamas leader Isma'il Abu Shanab once 

explained to AFP. Anyone who dies a martyr's death has a reward, if the martyr dreams 

of the black-eyed, he'll get her. The Hamas movement educates the children in its 

schools, beginning in kindergarten, to believe that a martyr is given virgins in Paradise. 

Jack Kelley of USA Today visited Hamas schools in Gaza City, where he saw an 11-
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year-old boy speak to his class: I will make my body a bomb that will blast the flesh of 

Zionists, the sons of pigs and monkeys. I will tear their bodies into little pieces and will 

cause them more pain than they will ever know. His classmates shouted in response, 

Allah Akhbar, and his teacher shouted, May the virgins give you pleasure. A 16-year-old 

Hamas youth leader in a Gaza refugee camp told Kelley, most boys can't stop thinking 

about the virgins. Along with the media, Palestinian Muslim clerics also help instill this 

belief. In an interview with the Egyptian daily Al-Ahram Al-Arabi, Palestinian Authority 

Mufti Sheikh Ikrima Sabri was asked what he felt when he prayed for the soul of a 

martyr. He answered: I feel that the martyr is lucky, because angels bring him to his 

wedding in Paradise. I spoke with one young man, who told me: I want to marry the 

black-eyed women in Paradise. The next day, he died a martyr's death. I am certain that 

his mother was filled with joy over his heavenly wedding, such a son is worthy of such a 

mother. Sheikh Abd Al-Salam Abu Shukheydem, Chief Mufti of the Palestinian 

Authority police force, mentioned the black-eyed as one of the rewards of martyrs: From 

the moment the first drop of his blood is spilled, he does not feel the pain of his wounds 

and he is forgiven for all his sins; he sees his seat in Paradise; he is saved from the 

torment of the grave; he is saved from the great horror of Judgment Day; he marries the 

black-eyed; he vouches for 70 of his family members; he gains the crown of honor, the 

precious stone of which is better than this entire world and everything in it. In a Friday 

sermon broadcast on Palestinian television, Sheikh Ismail Al-Radwan declared: He is 

given 72 'black-eyed. The Americans and the eunuchs at their sides i.e. the rulers of Arab 

and Islamic countries, think that if they kill us, they will win, wrote Dr. Yunis Al-Astal, a 

lecturer in the Islamic Law Department at Gaza Islamic University, they do not know that 

with their weapons they only expedite our arrival in Paradise. We yearn to reach 

Paradise; it is our abode, and in it are the black-eyed, confined to pavilions, and also there 

are women with downcast eyes whose chastity has not been violated before us by either 

man or jinn. In contrast, the value of this world in which we live, which they i.e. the 

Americans and the Arab rulers think that they have attained, is in our eyes not worth the 

wing of a mosquito. In an interview with the Israeli daily Ha'aretz, Sheikh Raid Salah, the 

leader of the Islamic Movement in Israel, and the most important political and religious 

leader of Israel's Arab population was asked Do 70 virgins await a shahid (a martyr) in 

paradise? Sheikh Salah replied: On this matter, we have proof. It is written in the Koran 

and in the Sunna the traditions about the life of Mohammed, this matter is clear. The 

shahid receives from Allah six special things, including 70 virgins, no torment in the 

grave, and the choice of 70 members of his family and his confidants to enter paradise 

with him. The suicide attackers who carried out the September 11 attacks also believed 

that the black-eyed were one of the rewards awaiting them in Paradise. The letter of 

instructions found in Nawwaf Al-Hamzi's car mentioned the black-eyed twice: Don't 

show signs of uneasiness and tension; be joyful and happy, set your mind at ease, and be 

confident and rest assured that you are carrying out an action that Allah likes and that 

pleases Him. Therefore, a day will come, Allah willing, that you will spend with the 
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black-eyed in Paradise. Know that the gardens i.e. Paradise have been decorated for you 

with the most beautiful ornaments and that the black-eyed will call to you: Come, faithful 

of Allah, after having donned their finest garments.  

 

The Black-Eyed and Sexual Relations Are the black-eyed available for sex? Some 

evidently think they are. The Israeli media reported on a suicide bomber caught before he 

managed to carry out his mission; he was wearing a towel as a loincloth to protect his 

genitals for use in Paradise. The question of sexual relations was also brought up in an 

interview that Sheikh of Al-Azhar, Muhammad Sayyed Tantawi gave to the Egyptian 

weekly Aakher Sa'a. To the question What is the meaning of the Koranic verse And we 

will marry them to the black-eyed? Tantawi replied, This verse heralds to faithful 

believers that in the world to come, Allah will set the black-eyed to serve them, so that 

they will have wives, along with the righteous women from this world. Getting straight to 

the point, the interviewer asked, Do people in Paradise have sexual relations? This issue 

is known only to Allah, said Tantawi. It is enough that we know that Paradise offers 

everything to satisfy the soul and gladden the eye. Regarding other, private matters, only 

Allah knows. It is enough for us that the Koran says, It has everything to satisfy the soul 

and gladden the eye, and in it you have life everlasting. In a review of the Egyptian press 

in the London daily Al-Quds Al-Arabi, the veteran Egyptian journalist Hasanain Kurum 

explained that Sheikh Tantawi knowingly gave a vague answer to the question, so as to 

avoid a scandal like the one created a few years previously by the late author and 

journalist Muhammad Galal Al-Kushk. Al-Kushk wrote, The men in Paradise have 

sexual relations not only with the women who come from this world and with the black-

eyed, but also with the serving boys. According to Kurum, Al-Kushk also stated, In 

Paradise, a believer's penis is eternally erect, Common sense question is why would you 

want an eternally erect penis? perhaps their Paradise realm is another pharmaceutical club 

called the viagra realm. A fascinating insight into the world of Islam/Muslim, where yet 

again the deception and seducement program of religion, is teaching children from a 

young age to murder people in exchange for sex and wives. This is just wrong on many 

levels, does anyone ask why you have to be a martyr to get wives, sex and alleged 

Paradise? What happened to just being nice and caring people? The eternal promise of 

something better is just on the other side, bit like 5D people really, but how can you 

assume that is the case if no one knows where it is? The issue is if Paradise or 5D is all so 

much better, what makes you think or assume you will be going in the first place, is that 

not a tad presumptuous or arrogant. The issue is, you haven't fixed yourself here first, 

before you consider yourself ready for some fabled place known as Paradise or 5D. But, 

too few look at the real issue, how is a religious organization telling people to commit 

murder in exchange for sex of any sort of soul value, is it righteous? holy? divine? or just 

an evil seducement game generating karma for themselves, whilst the evil ones hide in 

the shadows laughing hysterically.  
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5 VERSIONS OF BOTS We have mentioned about bots several times in this show and 

thought a piece on it explaining how it is all possible. Bot 1: Mechanical entities, that was 

covered in the movie Extinction, did they know they were not humans? no. How could 

anybody possibly know? How can it be achieved? Can you give birth to one? Well you 

cannot give birth to one that is a certainty, but they can be grown with organic body parts, 

or even 3D printer technology that is way more advanced than most think possible. What 

is rarely known amongst the populace although it has been referenced in this show is, the 

numbers of babies that are switched in hospitals. It is an uncomfortable truth, and 

happens on a wider scale than has been reported. No one can prove you came from your 

parents, yes they say scientific data or DNA can prove it, but we have found out in the 

past 18 months just how corrupt the establishments scientific data is. Are you saying 

Thomas I may not be born by my parents? that is a question not one of us can answer, we 

only assume we are, assumption like logic is not borne in fact though is it? These are 

essentially skin suits with mechanical parts to animate the vessel, is there precedence for 

this? yes, one or more versions of the greys, meddled too much with their genetics and 

could no longer produce their own live off spring. So they became uploaded 

consciousness into created vessels, just to keep their species going. This was referenced 

by the P45 and P52 races, warning us not to meddle too much with genetics, clown EL-

ites know this all too well. This was also covered in the Stargate series as well. Bot 2: 

Clones, not much has been written by many in this field, although Donald Marshall has 

covered it quite a bit, some of his material leaves much truth out in my opinion, and so 

you are left picking through the bones of it. Cloning centers are real though and some 

have been removed due to exposure, and much was reduced since the Peace Treaty of 

2016. Much of this technology if not all came from our engagement with other beings 

from afar, although some have been here for a long time. Like all technology it is long in 

the past, future technology is only released when it can be weaponised. After billions of 

years of development, there is no new technology, only ways to do things better. Cloning 

is a product of collecting your DNA, and then growing "people" in their likeness, does 

that sound familiar? we will make them in our own image springs to mind, nobody asked 

who is our? These clones are grown in vast underground labs, attended to by the rogue 

Military, CIA and SSP. For two examples see the movie Fire in the Sky and the series 

The Event. But there is another more common known aspect to this, that has been in the 

publics eye for at least 40 years, yet we never connected the dots to it, well we will now, 

they are test tube babies. It is the same concept, but several questions arise from it, and 

there is little to know follow up studies on this topic, which is curious and perhaps 

sinister in and of itself But one of the few who is studying IVF children, Carmen 

Sapienza, a geneticist at Temple University School of Medicine in Philadelphia, is 

attempting to identify epigenetic differences among them. Epigenetic are changes in gene 

expression caused by molecular mechanisms other than mutations in the DNA sequence 

itself. He is particularly interested in a chromosomal modification called DNA 

methylation. We found that 5 to 10 percent of these chromosome modifications were 
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different in children born through assisted reproduction, and this altered the expression of 

nearby genes, Sapienza says. Several of the genes whose expression differed between the 

two groups have been implicated in chronic metabolic disorders, such as obesity and type 

2 diabetes. Sound familiar? it should be, one suspects those IVF studies played some part 

in the techno jabs of today. Where is the range of follow up studies on this subject? why 

and what are they hiding? Are these soulless entities? Can test tube babies have a soul? 

Why would Source send a soul into what is essentially an inorganic creation? Bot 3: 

Synthetics, which can also use clones that have defects. Part of our problem is we don't 

"see" enough or generate enough data to process of what we are actually seeing, and 

resort to thought type provided by the system for us to understand or make sense of 

things. Most anomalies are dismissed and we create ridiculous excuses to avoid the 

unexpected or unexplained details of what we have seen, heard or felt. A synthetic is a 

skin suit that can cover the head and neck, head and chest for females, or a full body suit 

that to all intents and purposes is the person they are representing, but there will be subtle 

differences, and that is where people miss things or notice the difference and dismiss it. 

Synthetics are likely created using a 3D printing machine, remember when we were 

promised those machines, and like all others said to be beneficial it is denied, but not for 

rogue purposes it seems. Remember again, all technology is not new, and all technology 

will not be released to the public unless they can weaponise it. Once you grasp those 

realities, things then make much more sense and you can save time on the internet 

waiting for med beds (which resemble sleeping pods of the past), healing machines 

(when you are the healing machine), 3D printers will never be given to the public whilst 

the shekel people are around. Plus the 3D printer is anti creativity and humanity will lose 

it's key ability, to be creative. The 3D printer would enhance a bad human trait of laziness 

also. Laziness is not just in terms of work, although there are many who refuse that, but 

laziness to learn, think, act, deal with inner and shadow work, all aspects of why 

humanity always asks for the savior programs, by being too lazy to do for themselves. 

We at THI and TPC are changing that past failure, it is a key component for true soul 

development., which leads us into our next category. Bot 4: Hive minded bots, this is 

borne out of indoctrination, repeat after me, don't question anything and we are your 

authority or new parents to tell you what to do, how to think and how to live your life. 

Essentially these are organic people operating like an insect, which maybe indicative 

from where it was taught from, after all they do call the internet a web. Inter means 

between, among, in the midst, and so internet means between, amongst or in the midst of 

the net, like a trapped fish. But inter when pronounced differently as in ter, means to 

deposit a dead body in the earth or in a tomb. Remember we are all classed as dead 

because of our capital letters for our trade name, so the dead people still living although 

not recognizing as such are placed into the net, the net was to be your tomb. Now the 

internet has not worked as planned for the old system, as creative people used it against 

them, and like the children they are, they try to censor or ban content not approved by the 

overlords. Far too many people have adopted this bot level based on a bad trait of 
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humanity, the ability to be lazy. Lazy working, but worse lazy minded, it has been along 

with seducement our biggest downfall over time. Working and thinking are sub 

consciously food for the soul and development, without work and creativity, you become 

a sub version of a bot, allowing others to do and or think for you. This version of the bot, 

is a complete waste of a life cycle, zero development, service to self only, service to 

authority, which is essentially a savior program, and essentially born to remain a child, no 

matter what age they are. Bot 5: The hybrids, again this is a sensitive topic and brings up 

many questions, often personal of could I be a hybrid? The answer is yes, that is always a 

possibility, could be a slim possibility, but nonetheless it is a possibility. How is that 

possible? well the ET from the Aztec crash told the story of him dropping off children to 

this planet, when asked are they human? his answer was depends on your definition of 

human. How many of these children were dropped off? where are they? are they amongst 

us or used as lab rats? what was the purpose of it? is it genetic seeding of a different race 

of beings, as part of a claim system on humanity or this planet? Tesla was one of them, 

and we know little of how many more who came here. Having been the first show to 

reveal in detail the partial details made available from the Majestic 12 document, I am 

requesting full access here and now into the aether, to the remaining portions of the 

interviews that took place with that ET over a period of 8 months back in 1948. 

Humanity has the right to know, and I hereby request access to that information to 

disperse to humanity. We are entitled to know, just who or what we are, where we came 

from, why we are here now to be able to grasp, understand, process and heal the wounded 

parts to go forward with greater clarity, and from a position of full knowledge, grant me 

the opportunity to do that for us all. Whether you are a hybrid it doesn't matter what you 

are, organic human, Draco, Abraxan, raptor, crocodile race, it is how you conduct 

yourself, act yourself, are you service to self or others, do you have balance, are you 

being the best version of you? Are you being cooperative? are you being nice, caring, 

sharing and loving? are you operating with personal responsibility under the golden rule? 

because at the end of the day that is really all what counts. Ask yourself, are you all those 

things to the best of your ability? if not, correct it should you desire, that then is your own 

goal and improvements. Should you not desire them, you always have the option to fit in 

with Category 4, the hive minded bots. Recently there has been much talk of booster jabs, 

what is it boosting? too few ask. The hive minded bots assume they are boosting their 

immune system, yet taking the first jab eroded your immune system by 15%, the second 

jab eroded it by 35%, how much further will it compromise your immune system by 

adding a booster. Lets look at the word boost shall we, boOSt, if you take out the 3rd and 

4th letters you are left with bot. An OS means an operating system, which is exactly what 

Be ill Gates told us this delivery system known as an MRNA is an operating system.  We 

exposed the gain of function last year, and that was their money maker also, Gain-of-

function is the euphemism for biological research aimed at increasing the virulence and 

lethality of pathogens and viruses. GoF research is government funded; its focus is on 

enhancing the pathogens’ ability to infect different species and to increase their deadly 
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impact as airborne pathogens and viruses. Its focus is on enhancing the pathogens’ ability 

to infect different species and to increase their deadly impact, infect different species? 

make more sense now? infect different species - oh my. So a boost is an operating system 

for Bot(s). At the end of the day, it is not who or what you are, whether human, 

humanoid, reptile, ant, mantid, if you are of a species capable of intelligence, the issue is 

how you be, and how you act. We will always have differences but the key to it now is, it 

is how you and we can come together and correct difference, and develop a world, a solar 

system, a galaxy one by one in a better way for us all. Real leaders don't force people to 

follow, they invite them on a journey, our journey is going well, never forget that in a 

world of madness and unsanity.  

 

  

 

 


